
 

 

SLT Minutes for Tuesday, Nov 27th Meeting: 
 
Present: Nancy Aglialoro, Cristina Alicea, Vicky Chiu, Amy Crisostomo, Alice Hom, Caitlin Kenny, Lillian 
Moy, Sherry Ng, Saerome Park, Linda Shih, Lily Shyu, Niki Tam, Melissa Wong, Joyce Yee 
 
Absent:  
 
Meeting start: 3:45pm 
 
1. Review & Approve October 2018 Meeting Minutes 

 
Minutes Approved. 
 

2. Budget/Enrollment Update 
 
We made our target of numbers, but we must return money because the value of our students 
who made gains and are in the Commanding level receive less funding than those who are 
beginners and emerging students. Our number of special education students are less than 
previous years, which means less money in the budget. We are returning about $15,000. 
 
$1600 for entering and emerging ELLs 
$500 for commanding ELLs  
 
Once Y. Chan transitions, we can reallocate the money for the AP’s salary in our budget. A. Hom 
is using the money for Subs, for PD & maternity leave, NDI, chess, technology (laptops for 
teachers.) 
 
We should be getting our technology RESO-A grant ($100,000) soon. 
 

3. Roles, Responsibilities, and Purpose of the SLT 
 
N. Aglialoro handed out a letter from Letitia James about the roles and responsibilities of the 
members of the SLT team. She reminded members that whatever is brought up on the agenda 
should relate back to the school budget and the CEP goals. In the past few meetings, not every 
issue is related to the CEP. A. Hom stated that parents are representing the school as a whole; 
not just their class or grade. 
A. Hom stated that Central usually has a meeting about SLT, but this year, it was pushed back to 
April 2019.  
 
 

4. Transition of Assistant Principal duties 
 
Y. Chan has been listing her duties and assigning some of those duties to the others. 
A. Hom is taking over NDI. She will be taking care of Pre-K, K, 1, 2. She will help with 5th grade 
committee, senior trip. 



 

 

M. Helman will be taking care of 3,4,5 grades. 
T. Chang & D. Chan are helping out with the new website and updating the content. 
M. Helman is taking over SESIS and SPED.  
J. Chan agreed to help with SPED paperwork. 
P. Kwan is also assuming some of the responsibilities. 
A. Hom is tapping on different people to help out. 
A. Hom stated that we won’t be getting another assistant principal at this time. She also stated 
that she will be relying more on out of classroom teachers to support administrative duties.  
 

5. ENL Services for teachers and students 
 
C. Alicea asked about upcoming ENL PDs (dates, focus). The focus will tie in with shared reading 
and building comprehension as well as focusing on deconstructing complex sentences.  
 
C. Alicea asked how are ENL students progress is monitored outside of the classroom.  
 
There is one teacher who is working with the entering and emerging students in K/1 and also 4/5. 
 
ENL teachers are required to pull out entering and emerging students for at least 4 periods a 
week. These students are taught grade level standards at a lower level. Classroom teachers and 
ENL teachers should meet during Common preps and /or Tuesday OPW time.  
N. Aglialoro asked if there’s a tool to keep track of ELL progress. A. Hom said she’ll ask the 
teachers who are ENL certified.  
 
C. Alicea suggested using the language progressions and having ENL teachers share any 
graphic organizers and/or sentence frames etc. that they use during pull out sessions with the 
classroom teacher so they can be used on a continued basis. This can be another tool that 
teachers, both ENL and classroom teachers, can use in order to monitor progress from a small 
group to whole class setting.   
 

6. Parent Volunteers during lunch time (cafeteria duty) 
 
The parents that are volunteering feel that they are limited in what they can do because the 
lunchroom staff is telling them what they can and can’t do.  Parents are feeling frustrated. It is not 
very clear what they can help with.  
 
There seems to be a discrepancy between the lunch staff and the school aides and how they 
want help.  A. Hom expressed that the school aides are willing to have help with some of the 
issues at lunch like opening the apple bags, peeling bananas and opening milk cartons. On the 
other hand, the lunch staff will not allow parents to help manage the trash disposal or entering the 
numbers into the POS system. 
 
Could there be a guideline of dos and don’ts for the parents?  A. Hom suggested that there be a 
meeting with the head of food services/supervisor of the lunch staff to express our concerns.  
This meeting should include the parents so that they can express their issues and concerns. 
M. Wong volunteered to come to period 4 lunch (M-TH) and period 3 lunch (F) to show parents 
how they can assist and manage the stacking of the trays and recycling/garbage disposal.  She 



 

 

also suggested that the students be allowed to volunteer again since this helped to alleviate a lot 
of these issues last year and the year before. 
 

7. Report Cards 
 
Many of the parents felt that there should be a blurb or progress report sent home to the parents 
before the parent teacher conference.  
 
S. Park mentioned that the conference is somewhat like a progress report because we are 
sharing how the child is doing currently and the student still has time to improve in these subjects 
by January when the first set of report cards come out.    

 
A. Hom expressed that when we switched to report cards 2 times a year, it was because 
November was too early for a progress report since teachers are still assessing and getting to 
know their students. 

 
A. Hom mentioned that the personal behavior section of the report card may be changed to 
Excellent, Good, Satisfactory, Needs improvement, Unsatisfactory (E, G, S, N, U) 
 
Parents said that it was difficult to meet with cluster teachers and/or there wasn’t enough time. 
A. Hom gave an example with science teachers in regard to communicating with parents: if 
parents need to speak to the science teachers but the sign up sheet is full during PTC, they 
should contact the teacher via Class Dojo or email and can schedule a different meeting time. 
Since they service about 300-400 students, it would be difficult for them to reach out to every 
parent. 

 
N. Aglialoro also mentioned that over the past 2 years when teachers have had parent 
engagement time on Tuesdays as well as Class Dojo they have been able to set up meetings 
and/or send messages about students who are in danger of falling behind or are below in certain 
areas.  

 

8. 2018-19 SLT Meeting Dates: Dec 18, Jan 22, Feb 26, Mar 26, Apr 16, May 21, June 18 
 

 
Meeting Adjourned: 5:02pm 


